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RULB 35 STATBM BY COIJNSEL

The undersigned attorney for Petitioner Cross-Respondent submit, based

upon reasoned and studied professional judgment, that the panel decision's in

Creative Vision Resources, L.L.C. v. I{LRB, -- F.3d --,2017 WL 4230829 (5th Cir

Sept. 25,2017)r is directly contrary to Supreme Court and Fifth Circuit precedent,

and consideration by the full Court is necessary to secure and maintain the

uniformity of the Circuit's decisions. The proceeding also presents a question of

exceptional importance because the panel's decision conflicts with a majority of

authoritative decisions of other lJnited States Court of Appeal that have addressed

the issue

The panel enforced the reversal by the NLRB of its administrative law judge

who held that Creative Vision Resources, L.L.C. was an "ordinary" successor

employer with the right to set its initial terms of employment without first

bargaining with the union. The panel held that Creative Vision Resources met the

"perfectly clear" successor exception, and therefore was unable to set its initial

tenns of employment and had to accept the predecessor's employrnent tenns

This decision conflicts with Fifth Circuit decisions in NLRB v. Houston

Bldg. Serv., (nc.,936 F.2d 178 (5th Cir. 1991) and Adams & Assocíates, Inc. v

IVLRB, --- F.3d ---,2017 V/L 4079063 (5th Cir. Sept. 15,2017). It also conflicts

'The panel's decision is attached as Tab 1

IV
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with the Supreme Court's decìsions in NLRB v. Burns International Security

Service, Lnc.,406 IJ.5.272 (1972) and Fall Ríver Dyeing & Finishing Corp. v.

NLRB,482 U.S. 27 (1987).

The panel's decision also conflicts with the Supreme Court in the

aforementioned cases and with a majority of the United States Courls of Appeal

that hold a union bargaining demand is necessary to trigger a successor employer's

bargaining obligation, until which time a successor has the right to set its own

terms and conditions of ernployment without first bargaining with a predecessor's

unlon

lsl Clvde H. Jacob III
Clyde H. Jacob III (#7205)
Attorney for Petitioner Cross-Respondent,
Creative Vision Resources, L.L.C.
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ATBMENT OF THE

Pursuant to Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 35, Petitioner-Cross

Respondent Creative Vision Resources, L.L.C. ("Creative") petitions for a

rehearing en banc. The panel's decision in Case No. 16-60715 conflicts with

Supreme Courl and Fifth Circuit precedent when it held Creative met the

"perfectly clear" successor exception and therefore was unable to set its initial

terms of employment.

Introduction

An employer who qualifies as a successor is ordinarily free to set initial

terms of employrnent when it hires its predecessor's employees. NLRB v. Burns

International Security Services, Inc., 406 U.S. 272,294 (1972). An "ordinary"

successor does not have to accept either the collective-bargaining agreement or its

terms, and an "ordinary" successor has no obligation to bargain with the union

before setting its terms.

Burns identified a "narrow" exception to this rule - a "perfectly clear"

successor, which must bargain with the union when "it is perfectly clear that the

new employer plans to retain all of the ernployees in the unit" and "the union

requested it to do so." Burns at 294-95. In this limited circumstance, a successor

is required to bargain with the union over initial terms and may not set its own

0I l(r.itì.0(X)004\4tl l4-9.1()tì-520I .t I
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Creative, in this case, announced its initial terms of employment to the

predecessor's union represented ernployees the day it began operations. before

work comrrence which should have made it an "ordinary" successor. The panel

held announcing new terms on the day operations begin is too late. It made

Creative a "perfectly clear" successor who committed an unfair labor practice.

This conflicts directly with Burns.

The panel further rnissed the fundamental rationale of Burns

"The bargaining freedom means both that parties need not make any

concessions as a result of government compulsion and that they are

free from having contract provisions imposed upon them against their
wrll. citing H.K. Porter v. l{LRÙ,397 U.S. 99 (1970);'

"'We also agree ... that holding either the union or the new employer
bound to the substantive terms of an old collective-bargaining contract
may result in serious inequities."

Burns, at287

The issues are

I. The panel's decision, that a successor which announces its initial

terms on the day it begins operations is too late, and thus is a "perfectly clear"

successor, conflicts with the Supretne Couft's decision in Bun"ns

II. The panel erred when it held Creative's bargaining obligation

triggered when Berry III's contract was cancelled on June 1, making Creative

subject to the "perfèctly clear" exception

2
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III. The panel erred when it did not apply the "substantial and

representative complement" hiring requirernent, which occurred on June 2, the day

operations began, and which would have made Creative an "ordinary" successor,

along with the lack of abargaining demand

IV. The panel's decision conflicts with Supreme Court and Fifth Circuit

precedent on the requirement of a bargaining demand to trigger a bargaining

obligation for a successor ernployer

V. The panel's decision conflicts with the Fifth Circuit's decision in

Adams & Associates on the type of misdirection necessary by a successor to

establish it as a "perfectly clear" successor.

STATBMBNT OF COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS
AND DISPOSITIO N OF THB CASE

On June 17,201 l, Local 100, United Labor lJnions ("union") filed an unfair

labor practice charge with the National Labor Relations Board ("NLRB" or

"Board") against Creative. The Board alleged Creative, a successor employer,

violated the National Labor Relations Act ("NLRA") by failing to recognize fhe

union as the representative of the predecessor's ("Berry III") bargaining unit

workers. Additionally, the Board alleged Creative violated the NLRA by

unilaterally setting terms without bargaining with the union. It is this second issue

that is on appeal

J
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Following a hearing, an administrative law judge ("ALJ") ruled on January

7,2013, that Creative was an "ordinary" successor to Berry III. As such, upon

dernand by the union, Creative had an obligation to bargain with the union. But, as

an "ordinary" successor employer, Creative had the right to set its terms of

employrnent without bargaining with the union

On August26,2016, the NLRB upheld the ALJ's decision that Creative had

a duty to bargain; however, by a bare majority of 2 to 1, it reversed the ALJ's

findings, holding Creative was a "perfectly clear" successor, did not have the right

to set its terms, and had to accept the predecessor's terms

On October 25,2016, Creative filed a petition for review of the NLRB's

decision with this cour1. The NLRB filed a cross application for enforcement of its

decision. On September 25,2077, a panel of this coutl enforced the NLRB's

decision

STATBMBNT OF FACTS

In this successorship case, both Berry III and Creative were companies that

supplied garbage truck "hoppers" to the waste management industry. Hoppers ride

on the garbage trucks. Berry III's hoppers were represented by a union. Berry III

illegally misclassified the hoppers as independent contractors, and paid thern

$103/day (or S82/day for work fewer than five days) with no oveftime or holiday

4
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pay. No taxes, Medicare, social security, or child support were deducted from their

paychecks

Alvin Richard III ("Richard") was the founder of Creative. He was aware

that the Berry III hoppers were rnisclassified as independent contractors, but

wanted to hire hoppers for his new colnpany with the proper lawful classification

as employees. Achieving this goal, however, necessarily involved setting new

(indeed, initial) terms of employment. (R.O.A. 3 151)

The daily hopper workforce comprise d 42 workers. Richard planned to

begin Creative's operations on May 20,2011, and during the recruiting process he

passed out application packets which included federal and state tax forms to 20 of

Berry III's hoppers. Richard inforrned the hopper applicants of the new terms,

including $11/hour pay, a guaranteed eight hour duy, overtime after 40

hours/week, four paid holidays, and the appropriate tax withholdings. This

testimony was credited

Richard also asked Eldridge Flagg, a hopper, to pass out additional

applications and explain the new terms. Rìchard testified he told Flagg the new

terms, but the ALJ credited Flagg's testimony that Richard did not tell him the

terms. The NLRB and the panel lound Richard did not inforrn Flagg of the terms

of ernployrnent; and so, Flagg did not communicate the terms to the hoppers he

solicited. This finding was in light of credited hopper testimony that all of the

5
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small unit of hoppers knew the terms before beginning work, as well as the union

official, who heard the new terms from several hoppers.2 The NLRB and panel

held this was "gossip" and insuffrcient to establish adequate communication of the

terms during the initial solicitation.

Creative was unable to begin operations on May 20 because it could not

secure enough hoppers who would accept the terms. (R.O.A. 437-438). The

solicitation of hoppers continued, and by the end of May Richard hoped he had

enough hopper applicants to start, but was still unsure who would work.

On June 1, Berry III's contract was cancelled. Creative planned to begin

operations the next morning, on June 2; however, before operations began,

Creative met with the hopper applicants and repeated the new terms of

employment. Some of the hoppers rejected ernployment, never becoming

ernployees of Creative. (R.O.A. 466, 472). A requisite number of hoppers,

however, accepted the terms when they chose to board the trucks, becoming

Creative's ernployees, no longer independent contractors. Operations began on

June 2.

On June 6, four days later, the union demanded bargaining.

'Throughout late Muy, the union received telephone calls about the new company

and the new tenns. (R.O.A.254-255).

6
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I

ARG ENT

The Panel's Decision That a Successor Which Announces its Initial
Terms on the Day it Begins Operations is Too Late and is Thus a
ooPerfectly Cleartt Successor Conflicts with the Supreme Court's
Decision in Burns

The panel held that Creative's June 2 announaement of its terms was

untimely because it occurre d the same day the hoppers were formally hired and

operations colrûtenced, subjecting Creative to the "perfectly clear" exception.

Creative,2017 WL 4290829 at *8

This holding conflicts with Supreme Courl precedent. NLRB v. Burns,

supra. In Burns, the predecessor, Wackenhut, had a contract through June 30,

1967 . On July 1, Burns took over the contract, hired all the Wackenhut employees,

and announced and set its new terms of employment Id. at274. The Court found

Burns was an "ordinarY" successor and tirnelv set its initial terms even thoueh thev

were announced on the sarne da)¡ as formal hiring. Id. at294-295.

II. The Panel's Erred When it Held Creative's Bargaining Obligation
Triggered When Berry III's Contract Was Cancelled on June l,
Making Creative Subject to the o'Perfectly Clear" Exception

In the limited jurisprudence of the successorship doctrine, neither a couft nor

the NLRB, until this case, has held a slrccessor's bargaining obligation triggers

when a predecessor's contract explres

Case law holds a successor's bargaining obligation triggers upon the

happening of: (1) hirirrg a "substantial and representative complement" of the

7
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predecessor's workforce, and (2) a union bargaining demand.3 See infra, III and

IV

By picking the arbitrary event of contract cancellation to trigger Creative's

bargaining obligation, which has no judicial or NLRB precedent, the NLRB

deviated from Supreme Court precedent which focuses upon the two

aforementioned events for triggering a successor's bargaining obligation. There

was no hiring of a "substantial and representative compliment" or a union

bargaining demand when the contract was cancelled on June l.

Iil. The Panel Erred When it Did Not Apply the ooSubstantial and

Representative Compliment" Hiring Requirement, Which Occurred on

June 2, the Day Operations Began, and Which Would Have Made

Creative an 'oOrdinary" Successor, Along With the Lack of a

Bargaining Demand

Under established jurisprudence, Creative did not employ a "substantial and

representative" compliment of Berry III's hoppers until June 2, the day operations

began, when hoppers chose to work for Creative. Since Creative announced its

terms before operations that day, it was an "ordinary" successor under Burns.

ln Fall River Dyeing and Finíshing Corporation v. NLRB, 482 U.S. 27

(1987), the Suprerne Courl required the application of a "substantial and

representative complement" rule to determine when a majority of the predecessor's

,The Second Circuit in Banknote Corp. of Americcr, Inc. v. I{LRB,84 F.3d 637 (2"1

Cir. 1996) held a union demand is not necessary (discussed infra), a minority

circuit court opinion.

8
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workforce accepted employment with a successor so as to set a bargaining

obligation. IJntil ernployees choose to work for a successor, no bargaining

obligation can attach

The "substantial and representative complement" rule "fix[es] the moment"

to detennine the composition of the successor's workforc a, " . .. when it has hired a

majority of the employees it intends to hire, and when it has begun normal

production." Fall River,482 U.S. at47,50. See Burns at406 U.S. at 294("... but

it does not follow that Burns changed its terms and conditions of ernployment

when it specified the initial basis on which employees were hired on July 1.")

(emphasis added). Since Creative's hiring of Berry III's workers occurred, like

Burns, on the day operations began, June 2, when it again announced its terms,

Creative was an "ordinary" successor with the right to set terms. Id.

The Fifth Circuit previously applied the "substantial and representative

cornplernent" rule to determine the date a successor hired a majority of the

employees. IVLRB v. Hottston Bldg. Serv., Inc., 936 F,2d l7B (5th Cir. 1991)

Houston Building acquired a contract for janitorial selices that expired on

Novernber 30. Id. at 179. Houston Building assumed the contract on December 1,

hired the predecessor's ernployees, but did not announce its new terms. Id. This

court followed Fall River, applied the "substantial and representative complement"

hiring requirement, and found that the leqal date of ernployrnent was December I -

9
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the day operations commenced. Id. at 180, n.l (citing Fall River,4B2 U.S. at 43-

44). It was "perfectly elear," however, that Houston Building intended to retain

the employees on November 30 when the contract ended. In Houston Buílding,the

court held a "substantial and representative complement" was established on

December 1 when actual employrnent, offer and acceptance, occurred - not the day

before, when the contract cancelled, as the panel held in this case. Houston Bldg.,

936 F.2d at 180. Both Houston Building and Burns, under the panel's decision,

would have had a bargainìng obligation on November 30 and June 30,

respectively.

The panel's holding the contract's cancellation on June 1 triggered

Creative's bargaining obligation because the workers were "hired" at that time is

inconsistent with the facts and the law. No coutt has held a contract cancellation

triggers a bar gaining obligation

The Panel's Decision Conflicts with Supreme Court and Fifth Circuit
Precedent on the Requirement of a Bargaining Demand to Trigger a

Bargaining Obligation For a Successor Employer

The two times the Supreme Court discussed the "perfectly clear" exception,

it held a union bargaining demand is a requirement to trigger a successor's

bargainìng obligation. Bttrns,406 U.S. at294; Fall River,482 U.S. at 52. Until a

demand is made, a successor is fiee to set its initial ernployment tenns and is an

"ordinary" successor. The Court has been consistent in setting forth this

IV
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requirement, never lirniting it. Burns,406 U.S. at" 294 ("... Burns had an

obligation to bargain with the union concerning wages and other conditions of

employment when the union requested it to do so, ...") (ernphasis added); Fall

River,482 U.S. at 52 ("[t]he successor's duty to bargain at the 'substantial and

representative complement date' ts trissered onlv when the union has made a

bargaining demand.") (emphasis added)

In this case, the panel ignored Burns and Fall Ríver and, instead, chose not

to apply the union bargaining dernand requirement. Instead, the panel relied upon

a decision by the Second Circuit, Banknote Corp. of Ameríca, Inc. v. NLRB, supra,

leading to a new test in the Fifth Circuit. The panel's new test differentiates two

types of successorships: one requiring a dernand and one that does not. Creative

Visíon,2017 WL 4230829, at*27

Applying Banknote, the panel held a union bargaining demand appropriate

when a successor gradually builds a workforce like the ernployer in Fall River

The panel further held, however, when a successor takes over raoidlv and

imrnediatelv hires, the rationale for the bargaining demand rule "dissipates." Id.

The panel deterrninecl Creative was a rapid transition and immediate hiring

successor, rnaking it a "perfectly clear" successor, and holding the date of the

union bargaining dernand, June 6, was not required to trigger Creative's obligation

() I I (r4tì.000(X)4\4u l .l-9.10tÌ-520 Li' I
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to bargain. Instead, the panel held Creative's obligation triggered, sua sponte) on

June 1, when the contract was cancelled, discussed supra.

Aside from the fact that the Suprerne Court has never drawn this distinction,

the Court in Burns applied the requirement of a union barsainins demand to a

rapid transition. irnmediate hirins successor Burns, 406 U.S. at 294. Like

Creative, Burns was a rapid transition, immediate hiring case. As explained supra,

Burns took over the contract on July 1, hired Wackenhut ernployees, and properly

set its terms. Burns,406 U.S. at275. The union demand occurred on July 12. Id.

af 27 5-7 6.

The Supreme Court held Burns' obligation to bargarn did not attach until the

bargaining demand on Jul)¡ 12. Id. at295. Burns was an "ordinary" successor,

entitled to set terms, without bargaining, on the day it began operations and

announced them. Id. at 294. Creative also took over the duy after the

predecessor's contract was cancelled, announced its terms, and hired the

employees before the union demand on June 6. Ltke Burns, Creative, a rapid

transition, immediate hiring successor, was entitled to set its terms in the absence

of a union bargaining dernand

In addition to conflicting with the Supreme Court, the panel's decision also

conflicts with this couft's precedent. ln Houston Building, this coufi adhered to

0l l61tì.0(XXX)4\.Itl l4-9.l0ll-520 I .v I
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Supreme Courl precedent, discussed supra, holding a bargaining dernand triggers a

successor's bargaining obligation. Hoctston Bldg.,936 F.2d at 180

Houston Building assumed a contract on December I - the day after it

expired, hired the predecessor's employees, but did not announce its new terms

Id. Thus, Houston Building, like Burns and Creative, was a rapid transition and

imrnediate hiring successor - the new test of the panel. Id. at 119

On December 9, Houston Building received a union bargaining demand. Id

After receiving this dernand, Houston Building unilaterally set new terms and

made changes. Id.4 As in Burns, this court held that the bargaining demand on

December 9, not some earlier date, triggered Houston Building's bargaining

obligation, and Houston Building's unilaterally setting terms thereafter was

unlawful. Houtston Bldg.,936 F.2d at 180 ("Thus, once a representative work

force is achieved, if a majority of the successor's employees have been errployed

by its predecessor, then the successor has an obligation to bargain with the union

that represented those en-rployees assuming that the union has made a bargaining

demand. ") (ernphasis added).

u See Houston Bldg Serv., |nc.,296 NLRB 808, 8ll (1989) (where NLRB set

December 9 as the date which fixed the successor's obligation to bargain).

0 I I 61t1.(XX)004\4f'i I.l-9¿l0tì-520 I .t' I
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Houston Building held the bargaining dernand triggers the bargaining

obligation. It did not hold it triggers on the day before operations began -

November 30 - when the contract expired.5

The Banknote test, adopted by the panel conflicts with Burns, Fall River,

and Houston Buíldíng. These cases are precedent establishing Creative did not

have a bargaining demand and obligation until June 6 and properly set its initial

tenns.6

s The NLRB and the panel maintained that Creative did not cite a case that

extended the bargaining demand requirement that Fall River (but earlier, Burns)

established for "ordinary" successors to the "perfectly clear" successor exception.

Creatíve Visíon, 2017 WL 4290829 at *13. Houston Building, which has been

cited throughout this appeal, is just that case. Houston Buildíng was a "perfectly
clear" successor. While Houston Buílding did not use that terminology, the panel

found there are only two types of successors - "ordinary" and "perfectly clear."

Because Houston Building was found not to be an "ordinary" successor, it could

only be a "perfectly clear" successor since it was unable to set initial tertns.

6 The decision conflicts with four circuit courts, and the Second Circuit in
Banlmote is the only circuit in accord with the panel . See Nephi Rubber Prods.

Corp. v. NLRB,976F.2d 1361,1365 n. 6 (1Oth Cir. 1992); Williams Enters, Inc. v.

IVLRB, 956 F.2d 1226, 1232 (D.C. Cir. 1992), decision supplentented by 312

N.L.R.8.937, 1993 WL 402910 (1993), enf'd,50 F.3d 1280 (4th Cir. 1995);

Briggs Plumingtvare, Inc. v. NLRB,87l F.2d 1282, 1286-87 (6th Cir. 1989);

Aircraft Magnesiunt, A Division of Grico Corp.,730 F.2d 767 (9th Cir. 1984),

enf'g,265 NLRB 1344, 1345 (1982).

0l I (r48 0(XX)04\4ll l4-940t1-520 l.v I
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V The Panel's Decision Conflicts with the Fifth Circuit's Decision in
Adøms & Associates on the Type of Misdirection Necessary by a

Successor to Establish it as a ooPerfectly Clear" Successor, Unable to Set

Terms

In Spruce Up, 209 NLRB 194 (1974), a NLRB decision relied upon by the

panel, the Board set boundaries for the "perfectly clear" exception and focused not

only on whether the successor intended to "retain" ernployees, but also whether the

incumbent ernployees would "accept" those offers of ernployment. The Board

stated that the "perfectly clear" exception and forfeiture of the right to set terms

should be restricted to circumstances in which the new employer has

either activelv. or by tac it inference" rnisled emplovees into believine
thev would all be retained without chanse in their wages, hours or
conditions in employment, or at least to circumstances where the new
employer . has failed to clearlv announce its intent to establish new
conditions prior to inviling former employees to accept employment.

Id. (emphasis added)

The "perfectly clear" exception has therefore been applied to successors who

engage in misleading, active or tacit, communications regarding new terms or fail

to announce the terms. See Dupont Dow Elastomers, LLC v. IVLRB,296 F.3d 495

(6th Cir. 2002) (successor led ernployees to believe that their employment terms

would remain the same and failed to announce new terms until after many

ernployees accepted job offers with successor); Cadillac Asphalt Pavíng Co.,349

NLRB 6 (2007) (successor meets with union steward and assures him that

everything will remain the sarne; employees are hired and begin work before new

0I 1648.(XX)004\41ì l4-940t1-5201 .v I
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terms are implemented).7 This type of successor mistake also occurred in this

circuit's recent case, Adams & Associates, Lnc.,2017 WL 4079063, at *8

In Adqms, the successor's director met with the predecessor's employees and

their union to announce the transition and advise them of the hiring process. Id. x

4< 1. At that rneeting he told the employees they "were doing a really good job,"

and "aside from sorìe discipline issues, he was 99 percent sure that fthey] would

all have a job." Id. This courl found Adams was a "perfectly clear" successor

because the communications at the rneeting "manifèsted an intent to retain the

incumbent employees," and Adams did not clearly manifest its intent to establish

new employment terms. Id. at *8

In this case, the ALJ and the Board specifically found Creative did not

mislead its ernployees, either actively or tacitly, to believe they would be retained

without any changes in employment. (R.O.A. 3151). There was no finding

Creative actively or tacitly misled the hoppers that their terms of employment

would remain the same, or that Creative's failure to announce the terms before the

ernployees accepted them on June 2 was actively or tacitly rnisleading. Under

Spruce Up and Adams, this disqualifies Creative fiom being a "perfectly clear"

successor. Yet, the panel held that Creative's conduct made it a "perfectly clear"

successor

'The panel cited these decisions in support. Creative,2017 WL 4230829 at *6

0I l64tì.00(X)04\.ltl l¿l-9401ì-520 I .v I
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Creative's conduct is certainly not the same as openly assuring the hoppers

that you are "99 percent sure that [they] would all have a job," and "sandbagging"

them with no mention of the new terms. Adams, supra at *8. Nor is it the same as

engaging in negotiations with the predecessor's union prior to operations, but

before communicating and setting initial terms and conditions to the predecessor's

employees. Canteen Corp. v. NLRB, 103 F.3d 1355

There was no "sandbagging" of Berry III's workers by Creative. From the

outset, Richard communicated truthfully the terms to everyone he spoke to -

almost half of the workforce. Though Flagg clairned he was not told the new terms

and did not announce them, on the morning before operations began the terms

were fully announced to the hopper applicants. Indeed, even the union knew of the

terms before operations began

Creative's conduct, as contrasted with the rnisleading conduct of the

successors in Adams, Canteen, Cadillac, and Dupont, was qualitatively different

The "perfectly clear" exception has not before been applied to conduct like

Creative's. The decision effectively creates a new standard, not adopted

elsewhere

0I t64lì.(xxxx)4\48l4-94()tì-520 I .r, I
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CONCLUSION

The panel enforced the NLRB's reversal of its ALJ, and by holding a

bargaining obligation attaches to a successor when a predecessor's contract cancels

and limiting the requirement of a union bargaining demand, the panel added

genuine confusion to successorship law. How was Creative to know, when the

predecessor's contract was cancelled, it instantly had a bargaining obligation

before it was able to determine it could hire a substantial and representative

cornplement and without any contact by the union about recognition and

bargaining?

Creative, under existing precedent, is an "ordinary" successor with the right

to set its initial terms

0I l6.llì (XX)004\.llì l.l-940tì-520 I .r, I
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IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THB FIFTH CIRCUIT

United States Court of Appeals
F¡fth Circuit

No. 16-60715 FILED
September 25,2017

Lyle W. Cayce
ClerkCREATIVE VISION RESOURCES, L.L.C.,

Petitioner Cross-Responde nt

I.{ATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD,

Respondent Cross-Petitioner

On Petition for Review and Cross-Application
for Enforcement of an Order of the

National Labor Relations Board

Before KING, PRADO, and SOUTHWICK, Circuit Judges.

KII.{G, Circuit Judge:

Creative Vision Resources, L.L.C., succeeded another company as the

staffing provider for garbage trucks in New Orleans. It set its own initial terms

and conditions of employment instead of bargaining with the incumbent union.

The union filed an unfair-labor-practice charge against Creative, alleging

violations under Section S(a) of the National Labor Relations Act. The

administrative law judge concluded, arìong other things, that Creative was not

a "perfectly clear" successor and accordingly was within its right to set initial

terms and conditions. The National Labor Relations Board reversed. Creative
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petitions this court for review, while the Board seeks enforcement of its order.

We deny Creative's petition and grant the Board's petition to enforce.

I. FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUNDl

Richard's Disposal is a trash-collection company in the greater New

Orleans area. Since 2007, Local 100, United Labor lJnions has represented the

"hoppers" who rid.e on the back of Richard's Disposal's garbage trucks and pick

up trash cans. IJntil early June 2OI1., the hoppers \Mere employed by a labor-

supply company called Berry III.

Dissatisfied with Berry III's management practices, Richard's Disposal's

vice president, Alvin Richard III, decided to form Creative Vision Resources,

L.L.C. ("Creative"), to become the new hopper supplier. These unsatisfactory

practices, according to the Board's decision, included Berry III's "treatment of

the hoppers as ind.ependent contractors," which meant "Berry III paid the

hoppers a fLat rate of $103 per day with no overtime, and made no deductions

for taxes or social security."

To prepare for the transition from Berry III to Creative, which was

sched.uled to take place on May 20, 2017, Richard prepared an employee

handbook and safety manual. He also put together employment applications,

which, along with federal and state tax forms, were to be distributed to current

Berry III hoppers. Richard then personally distributed these applications

along with tax forms to about 20 hoppers. He informed them that joining

Creative would mean changes in the terms and conditions of their employment,

including $11-per-hour pay with overtime and the deduction of taxes and social

security from their paychecks.

t We draw most of our discussion of the histoly of the dispute from the decisions of the

Board and the administrative law judge. See Creal.it,e Visí,on, Res., LLC,364 N'L'R.B. No. 91

(2016).
2
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Richard also asked a Berry III hopper named Eldridge Flagge to help

him pass out applications. Flagge passed out approximately 50 applications

and tax forms between mid-May and June 1. Richard testified that he told

Flagge of the new terms and conditions; tr'Iagge denied he was told and testified

he did not tell the hoppers of the changes in the prospective terms of

employment.

Regardless, some of the hoppers learned of the changed terms. One

hopper, Anthony Taylor, testified that the hoppers knew of the new pay rate

before June 2 because "we aII congregate out there in the morning. We been

knowing that." A lJnion official also testified that at least one hopper asked her

about the $1l-per-hour pay rate. When she asked who told them about the pay

cut, "they said they just hear it. They had not heard from any authorized

personnel."

Relevant here, Creative's employee-selection process was not rigorous.

Once Berry III hoppers filled out the application and tax forms, they were

hired. Creative did not interview candidates, review qualifications, or check

references. Rather, Richard acknowledged that he (and thus Creative)

intended to offer a job to any Berry III hopper who applied.

No transition occurred on May 20 because Creative had not received

enough applications to fully staff its operations. By June 1, though, Creative

had about 70 completed applications from the Berry III hoppers. At this point,

Richard's Disposal cancelled its contract with Berry III. Creative was to start

as the new hopper supplier the next day. As the Board found, Creative directly

told the hoppers about the new terms on the morning of June 2:

At approximately 4 a.m., the hoppers assembled in the yard as

usual, to await assignment to a truck. They were met by former
Berry III supervisor, Karen Jackson, whom Richard had hired on

June 1. Jackson informed all of the hoppers present that "[t]oday

is the day you start working under Creative Vision." Jackson then

,l
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explained to them the terms under which they would be working,
including, among other things, the $ll-per-hour pay rate, the

deduction of Federal and State taxes, and a number of new

employment standards and safety rules. Some of the hoppers

refused to work upon learning of the new terms. A sufficient
number of hoppers remained, however, to staff the trucks. Thus,

on its first day of operations, [creative] supplied 44 hoppers to

Richard's Disposal, aII of whom were formerly employed by

Berry III.

Two days later, on June 4, Creative distributed an employee handbook

setting out new rules and employment standards. Then, on June 6, after

learning that Creative had replaced Berry III and retained the incumbent

employees, the Union hand delivered a letter to Creative demanding that it

recognize the Union as the hoppers' exclusive representative for collective-

bargaining purposes. Creative did not reply.

Shortly thereafter, the Union filed an unfair-labor-practice charge

against Creative. Acting on behalf of the Board's Acting General Counsel, a

Board Regional Director investigated and issued a complaint in March 2072.

The dispute proceeded to a two-day trial, after which the administrative law

judge ("ALJ") concluded that Creative violated subsections S(aXl) and (5) of

the National Labor Relations Act (the "Act") by refusing to recognize the Union.

He also concluded that Creative was not a perfectly clear successor because it
"did not fail to communicate candidly with the hoppers" about its intent to set

initiat terms. As such, Creative did not violate the Act by setting initial terms.

In making this determination, the ALJ relied on the fact that Richard

communicated the initial terms of employment to approximately 20 hoppers in

May and that a rumor spread among the hoppers that Creative would be

paying $11 per hour. The ALJ also heavily relied on Creative's June 2

announcement of initial terms to the hoppers who were assembled for work

and were awaiting assignment.
4
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The Board disagreed with the ALJ in part. It upheld the ALJ's finding

that Creative was a successor and therefore violated subsections 8(a)(1) and (5)

by refusing to recognize and bargain with the lJnion. It also concluded that

Creative was a perfectly clear successor and had violated the Act by

unilaterally imposing initial terms and conditions of employment. In its
analysis, the Board looked only to Creative's communications on or before

June 1, concluding the June 2 announcement was untimely. The Board

concluded that Creative's pre-June 2 communications-Richard's

communication of new terms to 20 hoppers, the rumors that reached an

unknown number of hoppers, and the inclusion of tax forms with the

applications-were insufficient. The Board concluded that the limited notice

from these communications "did not negate the inference of probable

continuity of employment of the remaining 50 Berry III hopper applicants, who

lacked knowledge that their wages and benefits would be reduced."

One Board member dissented. He concluded that the hoppers were not

formally hired until June 2, when they boarded the trucks, so he would have

"examine[d] what [Creative] communicated to the hoppers on or before June 2."

To him, then, the 4:00 a.m. June 2 meeting was enough to give notice of new

terms of employment. Even if it were not, though, the tax forms attached to

the applications were sufficient in his view because the hoppers did not pay

income taxes when employed by Berry III. Finally, Creative's bargaining

obJ.igation was not triggered, and it could therefore unilaterally set new terms

of employment, until June 6, the date the Union made its bargaining demand.

Creative now petitions this court for review, while the Board seeks to

have its order enforced. Creative does not contest the Board's holding that

Creative violated subsections B(a)(1) and (5) of the Act by refusing to recognize

and bargain with the lJnion. "[W]hen an employer does not challenge a finding

of the Board, the unchallenged issue is waived on appeal, entitling the Board

5
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to summary enforcement." Sara Lee Bahery Grp. u. NLRB,514 F.3d 422, 429

(5th Cir. 2008). Thus, the Board is entitled to summary enforcement of the

uncontested parts of its order.

II. DISCUSSION

Creative makes three main arguments, two of which relate to the

applicability of the perfectly clear successor doctrine. Creative first argues the

Board erred by concluding Creative was a perfectly clear successor and thus

could not set initial terms and conditions of employment without bargaining

with the Union. Creative next argues that it did not violate its bargaining

obligation because at the time Creative unilaterally set terms, the Union had

not sent a bargaining demand. Finally, it argues that the complaint against it,

issued on behalf of the Board's former Acting General Counsel, was invalid.

We review the Board's "Iegal conclusions de novo and its 'factual findings

under a substantial evidence standard."' Flex Frac Logistics, L.L.C. u. NLRB,

746 F.3d 205,207 (5th Cir. 2074) (quoting Sara Lee Balzery,5L4 F.3d at 428).

"substantial evidence is that which is relevant and sufficient for a reasonable

mind to accept as adequate to support a conclusion. It is more than a mere

scintilla, and less than a preponderance." El Paso Elec. Co. u. MRB,681 F.3d

651, 656 (5th Cir. 2072) (emphasis removed). "We may not reweigh the

evidence, try the case de novo, or substitute our judgment for that of the Board,

'even if the evidence preponderates against the [Board's] decisiorr."' Id. (quoting

Brown u. Apfel, 192 F.3d 492, 496 (5th Cir. 1999)). This does not mean our

review rs pro fornta (i.e., it is not merely a "rubber stamp"). NLRB u. Arlzenta,

Inc., 7I0 tr'.3d 308, 314 (5th Cir. 2013). We must find the supportive evidence

to be substantial. Id. at 314-15. On the law, the Board's "interpretation of the

NLRA will be upheld 'so long as it is rational and consistent with the Act."'

D.R. Horton., Inc. u. NLRB,737 F.3d 344, 349 (5th cir. 2013) (quoting Litton

Fin. Printing Diu. u. NLRB,501 U.S. 190, 201 (1991))'

6
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a. "Perfectly Clear" Successor

We begin our analysis of whether Creative was a perfectly clear

successor with the relevant statutory language. Section 8(a) of the Act provides

that "[i]t shall be an unfair labor practice for an employer . . . to interfere with"

or "restrain" protected union and organization rights or "to refuse to bargain

collectively with the representatives of his employees." 29 U.S.C. $ 158(a)(1),

(5). The employees' representative is determined by a "majority of the

employees" in the appropriate bargaining unit. 1d. S 159(a). Under the Act,

when an employer qualifies as a "Successor" to another, it is "bound to

recognize and bargain with the union" that represented its predecessor's

employees. II/LRB u. Burns Int'l Sec. Serus., Inc., 406U.5.272,284 (7972).

That bargaining obligation, though, does not mean every successor must

abide by its predecessor's terms and conditions of employment. The Supreme

Court ín Burns rejected a Board rule requiring just that, instead holding that

"a successor employer is ordinarily free to set initial terms on which it will hire

the employees of a predecessor." Id. at 294. No obligation to bargain before

setting initial terms arises in most situations because it will normally not be

evident whether the union will retain majority status until after the successor

has hired a full complement of employees. Id. at 295. Further, the Court

expressed concern that "[s]addling" a successor "employer with the terms and

conditions of employment contained in the old collective-bargaining contract

may make þeneficial] changes impossible and may discourage and inhibit the

transfer of capital." Id. at 288. The Board's rejected rule would have been

inconsistent with "[t]he congressional policy manifest in the Act," which "is to

enable parties to negotiate for any protection either deems appropriate, but to

allow the balance of bargaining advantage to be set by economic power

realities." 1d.

7
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T]¡e Burns Court also identified a narrow exception to that rule, which

applies when "it is perfectly clear that the new employer plans to retain all of

the employees in the þargainingl unit and in which it will be appropriate to

have [it] initially consult with the employees'bargaining representative before

[it] fixes terms." Id.. at 294-95. Thus, two types of successors emerged from

Burns: an "ordinary" successor, who is "free to set initial terms on which it will

hire the employees of a predecessor," and a "perfectly clear" successor, who

must bargain with the employees' union before changing terms to which its

predecessor had agreed. See id.

Shortly after Burns, the Board decided Spruce Up, where it tried to set

boundaries for the perfectly clear exception. See Sprttce Up Corp.,209 N.L.R.B.

Ig4,Ig5 (I974), enforced,529F.2d 516 (4th cir. 1975) .In Spruce Up, the Board

focused, not only on whether the successor intended to retain its predecessor's

employees, but also on whether the incumbent employees would accept the

successor's offer of employment. See id. Critical to whether the incumbent

employees would accept, and thus allow the union to retain majority status,

are the successor's terms of employment. 1d. As the Board explained:

When an employer who has not yet commenced operations

announces ne\M terms prior to or simultaneously with his

invitation to the previous work force to accept employment under

those terms, we do not think it can fairly be said that the new

employer "plans to retain all of the employees in the unit," as that
phrase was intended by the Supreme Court.

Id.The Board cautioned that a broader reading of Burns, which focused only

on whether the successor intended to retain the employees, would cause

successors "to refrain from commenting favorably at all upon employment

prospects of old employees" so as to retain their "right to unilaterally set initial

terms, a right to which the Supreme Court attacheld] great importance in

BLLrns." 1d. Instead, under SprtLce Up's test, what a new employer must avoid

8
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is misleading employees or otherwise failing to provide notice of changing

employment terms:

[T]he caveat in Burns. . . should be restricted to circumstances in
which the new employer has either actively, or by tacit inference,

misled employees into believing they would all be retained without
changes in their wages, hours, or conditions of employment, or at

least to circumstances where the new employer . . . has failed to

clearly announce its intent to establish a new set of conditions

prior to inviting former employees to accept employment.

1d. (footnote omitted).

We have summarized the holdings of Burns and Spruce Up as follows:

While "a successor employer is ordinarily free to set initial terms on which it

will hire its predecessor's employees, when a successor evinces a 'perfectly

clear' intention to retain the predecessor's employees, it must consult with

their bargaining representative before fixing its own terms." Adams & Assocs.,

Inc. u. NLRB, No. 16-60333,2017 WL 4079063, at *B (5th Cir. Sept 15,2017).

A successor set on retaining its predecessor's employees may dispel this

"perfectly clear" intention by giving employees "prior notice of its intention" to

institute its own initial terms or by "hold[ing] itself' as if it will not adhere to

the terms of the previous collective-bargaining agreement ("CBA"). NLRB u.

Hous. BId,g. Serus., Inc.,I28 F.3d 860, 864 n.6 (5th Cir. 1997) (per curiam).

Creative d.oes not dispute that it is a successor, so we focus on whether

it was a "perfectly clear" one. The key question here is whether Creative

provided. sufficient and timely notice of its intent to change the hoppers' terms

and conditions of employment, thereby clarifizing that it was an ordinary

rather than perfectly clear successor.

The Board held that Creative was a perfectly clear successor. To the

Board, June 1 rather than June 2 was the date by which Creative had to give

notice of its intent to offer employment on diffei'ent terms, so Creative's June 2

9
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announcement was irrelevant. As to the pre-June 2 communications, the Board

concluded: (1) Richard did not tell Flagge about the new terms of employment

and therefore Flagge did not tell those terms to the 50 Berry III hoppers he

gave applications to; (2) Richard's communication of new terms to

approximately 20 Berry III hoppers and the subsequent word-of-mouth spread

of those new terms were insufficient to put a majority of Creative's hoppers on

notice; and (3) inclusion of tax forms "without explanation, let alone an express

announcement that taxes would be withheld from the hoppers'pay, was too

ambiguous" for "a reasonable employee in like circumstances [to] understand

that continued employment [was] conditioned on acceptance of materially

different terms." Creatiue Visíon Res., LLC,364 N.L.R.B. No. 91, slip op. at 4-

6 &, n.I2 (2016).

Creative disputes each of these conclusions. It argues that its June 2

announcement of new terms was timely because the announcement preceded

the formal hiring of Berry III's hoppers. Creative also argues that its pre-

June 2 communications with the hoppers were sufficient to put them on notice.

First, the Board erred by improperly substituting its credibiiity determinations

for the ALJ's over whether Richard told Flagge of the new terms of

employment. Second, the Board erred by rejecting the credited evidence of the

word-of-mouth communications between the hoppers. Finally, Creative argues

that the Board's conclusion about the ambiguity of the tax forms "demeans the

hoppers," as any American worker would realize that a tax form indicating that

the employer will deduct taxes means the employer intends to do just that.

We consider each of these arguments in turn.

i. The June 2 Announcentent

The Board's conclusion that Creative's June 2 announcement was

untimely is well founded. To reach this conclusion, the Board summarized its

past decisions as holding that a successor employer may unilaterally set initial

10
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terms of employment if it "clearly announce[s] its intent to establish a new set

of conditions prior to, or simultaneously with, its expression of intent to retain

the predecessor's employee s." Id. at 3. But after the successor expresses its

intent to retain the predecessor's employees, an announcement of new terms,

"even if made before formal offers of employment are extended or the successor

commences operations, will not vitiate the bargaining obligation -" Id. The

Board's justification for this prior-or-simultaneous-announcement

requirement is as follows:

tA] new employer that expresses an intent to retain the

predecessor's work force without concurrently revealing to a

majority of the incumbent employees that different terms will be

instituted, improperly benefits from the likelihood that those

employees, lacking knowledge that terms and conditions will
change, will choose to stay in the positions they held with the

predecessor, rather than seeking employment elsewhere.

Id.. at 6. After stating the legal standard it would apply, the Board found that

Creative expressed an intent to retain Berry III's employees between mid-May

and June 1.

This court has briefly spoken twice about the timing of an announcement

of new terms and its effect on notice. We recently observed in Adams &

Associates that a communication of new employment terms through offer

letters and. employment agreements was untimely becattse the communication

occurred after the successor evinced an intent to retain its predecessor's

employee s. Adants & Assocs., 2017 WL 4078063, at *8. In Hou'ston Buílding

Seruices, we opined that a successor may not set its own initial terms if it fails

to give "prior notice of its intention" and it "holds itself as if it wiiì adhere to

the terms of the previous CBA." Hotts. Bldg. Serus., 128 F.3d at' 864 n.6. We

turn to our sister circuits for further guidance-

11
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The D.C. Circuit explicated the rationale for prior or simultaneous

announcement of new terms in lruternational Ass'n of Machinists & Aerospace

Worlzers, AFLCrc u. NLRB,595 F.zd 664 (D.C. Cir. 1978). There, the D.C.

Circuit approved of Spruce (Jp's qualification of Burns's perfectly clear

exception. Id. at 674. Recall that tlne Spruce Up Board held that it is not

"perfectly clear" that a successor "plans to retain all" the predecessor's

employees when it also plans to impose new terms on those employees. Spruce

Up, 209 I.{.L.R.B. at 195. The successor can reasonably anticipate that some

incumbents will balk at and decline the new terms. See ld. This qualification,

while sensible, generates an additional problem, one the D.C. Circuit

identified:

[I]n the Board's view . . . the successor . . . may endeavor to conceal,

or at least postpone pubticity on, reemployment objectives in order

to avoid the onus of bargaining during the usually difficult period

of takeover, and the incumbent employees may thereby be

deprived of early appraisal of their retention prospects.

Int'l Ass'n of Machinlsús, 595 F.2d at 675. To provide an "important measure

of protection" against this possibility, the Board adopted and the D.C. Circuit

approved a prior-or-simultaneous-announcement requirement.,Id. at 674.

Such a requirement ensures that incumbent employees will not be "lulled into

a false sense of security" by a successor's announcement that it intends to

retain the incumbents. Id. at 675; see o.lso S & F Mht. St. Healthcare LLC u.

IVLRB,570 F.3d 354, 359 (D.C. Cir. 2009) ("[A]t bottom the 'perfectly clear'

exception is intended to prevent an employer from inducing possibly adverse

reliance upon the part of employees it misled or lulled into not looking for other

work."). The D.C. Circuit went on to note that even when a subsequent

annollncement of new terms occurs before actual hiring, incumbent employees

may "lack sufficient time to rearrange their affairs." Int'l Ass'n ,f
Machínists, 595 F.2d at 675 n.49.In those situations, they may "be forced to

I2
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continue in the jobs they held under the successor employer, notwithstanding

notice of diminished terms." Id.

The Seventh Circuit has found this reasoning persuasive. In Canteen

Corp., it approved the Board's rejection of the view "that the obligation to

bargain only arose when the employer had failed to announce the initial

employment terms prior to, or simultaneously with, the extension of

uncond.itional job offers to the predecessor empì.oyees." Canteen Corp. u. NLRB,

103 F.3d 1355, 1360, 7364-65 (7th Cir. 1997). Similariy, the Sixth Circuit, in

DuPorut Dow, held that the announcement of new terms before operations

commenced but after formal offers were made and accepted came too late. See

DuPont Dow Elastonlers, L.L.C. u. NLRB,296 F.3d 495, 506 (6th Cir. 2002).

We are persuaded by the Board's and D.C. Circuit's reasoning of the

wisdom of the prior-or-simultaneous-announcement requirement. We apply it

here and find, after careful examination of the record and the Board's

inferences drawn therefrom, that substantial evidence supports the Board's

conclusion that Creative expressed an intent to retain the Berry III hoppers by

June 1. Thus, Creative's announcement of new terms on June 2 was untimely.

The record reflects that the shift from Berry III to Creative would be

abrupt, so Creative needed to ensure it had hoppers lined up in advance.

Creative distributed 70 applications to Berry III hoppers and made no efforts

to hire hoppers from other sources.2 Creative had no reasotl to do so. Richard

2 Creative argues that it sought applicants frotn sottrces othel than Berry III's
hoppers. It did not, however, file an exception to the ALJ's finding to the contrary, and

therefore the Board found that Creative was proceclttrally foreclosed from raising the issue.

Under the circumstances, we will not consider this question. See 29 U.S.C. $ 160(e) ("No

objection that has not been urged before the Boald, its member, agettt, or agency, shall be

considered by the conrt, unless the failure or neglect to ttlge such objection shall be excused

because of extraordinary circumstances."); Woel.he & Rontero Frotnin,g, In,c. t,. NLRB, 456

U.S. 645, 665 (1982) (stating that $ 160(e) plecludes a couLt of appeals from reviewing claims
not raised to the Board).

13
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knew the quality of the hoppers'work, and his dissatisfaction was not with the

hoppers but with Berry III's management. Further, finding and training new

hoppers would have been a major undertaking, delaying what was supposed to

be a rapid transition. Richard did not interview any applicants or perform

reference checks on them, and he testified that he was agreeing to hire

Berry III hoppers who submitted applications. The distributed applications

also contained W-4s-a tax form that is, as the Board noted, typically filled out

after an employee is hired. From these facts, the Board inferred that the hiring

process was a formality and that Creative sought to hire the Berry III hoppers

en masse. And that is just what happened. On June 1, when Creative had

enough Berry III applicants, Richard cancelled Berry III's contract with

Richard's Disposal. AII 44 hoppers Creative employed on the first day of

operations were previously employed by Berry III. A reasonable mind could

accept such evidence and inferences as sufficient to support the conclusion that

by June 1, Creative had expressed an intent to retain the Berry III hoppers.

Creative argues that its whole hiring process was "in flux" up until

June 2 when the hoppers hopped on the trucks. It was only at that point that

the hoppers were formally hired and it became "perfectly clear" how many

would accept Creative's new terms. Creative relies on Enterald Maintenance,

Inc. u. NLRB,464F.2d 693 (5th Cir.1972), to argue that the delay caused by

insufficient hopper applications and uncertainty over how many hoppers would

accept the new terms indicates that the lJnion's majority status was not clear

"until after the work force had been assembled" on June 2. See id. at 70I.

There, Emerald required the incumbent employees to reapply for their jobs and

refused to recognize the union's referral slips. Id. at 700. This refusal

contravened its predecessor's CBA, which required the predecessor to fill all

its positions with union members. Id. Emerald built up its workforce after

commencing operations and hired a significant number of non-incumbents. Id.

74
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This court found that Emerald was not a perfectly clear successor because "it

was not clear that a majority of Emerald employees were union members until

after the work force had been assemble d." Id. at 701.

Emerald differs in key ways from this case. Ilnlike Creative's application

process, Emerald's was not pro forma-it hired a significant number of non-

incumbents and refused to hire union members simply because they were

union. Emerald indicated from the outset that it intended to set its own terms

by refusing to follow the terms of the CBA during the application process.

Emerald built its workforce after it commenced operations and did so gradually

(unlike Creative), making it less evident that the incumbent union's majority

status would continue. Finally, the procedural posture of Enterald informs our

understanding of it. There, we considered the case without owing deference to

a Board finding of perfectly clear successorship. (Remember that Burns was

decided in the interim between the Board's decision in Enterald and ours. Id.

at 699-700.) Here, by contrast, the Board has found that Creative is a perfectly

clear successor, and we do not review de novo but for substantial evidence.

Creative is also wrong to assume that an expression of intent to retain

the incumbent workforce is limited to express announcements or formal hiring.

Canteen Corp. is particularly instructive in this regard. There, the Seventh

Circuit refused to disturb the Board's determination that, based on the

"totality of Canteen's Conduct," Canteen formed an intent, "albeit

unannounced," to retain its predecessor'S employees. Co.nteen Corp.,103 F.3d

at 1363. This was in spite of the fact that Canteen "never announced an

intention to employ the predecessor's employees" and never "state[d] that they

would be hired under the predecessor's terms and conditions." Id. at 1362.

Reviewing the totality of Canteen's conduct, the Board and the Court found

particularly relevant that Canteen "neglected to take serious steps to recruit

from other sources." Id. at 1363. Here, we similarly find substantial evidence

15
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to support the Board's finding that, based on the totality of Creative's conduct

(and in particular its failure to take serious steps to recruit outside of

Berry III's workforce), Creative intended to retain Berry III's hoppers by

June 1.

Finally, we note that the facts of this case make it unnecessary for us to

consider whether there are some situations where a subsequent announcement

of new terms before formal hiring or commencement of operations will be

timely.s In this case, the June 2 announcement clearly was untimely. The

announcement occurred the same day the hoppers were formally hired and

Creative's operations commenced. This same-day announcement gave the

hoppers insufficient time to rearrange their personal affairs.

ii. Pre-June 2 Communications

Having concluded that Creative's June 2 announcement of new terms

was untimely, we turn now to whether Creative gave notice of its intent to

establish new terms on or before June 1. In analyzing this issue, we consider

the cumulative effect of three pre-June 2 communications from Creative to the

hoppers: (1) Richard's alleged communication to Flagge about the new terms

of employment; (2) Richard's communication of the new terms to about

20 hoppers and the subsequent word-of-mouth exchanges among the hoppers;

and (3) the inclusion of tax withholding forms with the job applications. We

3 The Second Circuit indicated as much in Nazareth, Regiotrol Hi.gh. School, u. NLRB
when it read Spru,ce Up as'.

limited to those situations where employees are led at the outset by the
successor-employer to believe that they will have continuity of employment on

pre-existing terms and as not applying where the new employer dispels any

such impression prior to or simultaneously with its offel to employ the
predecessors work force.

549 F.zd 873, 881 (2d Cir. 1977) (quoting Bh.d,. of R1,. Cl.erhs t¡. REA Eqtress, Itt.c., 523

F.2d 164, 17t (2d Cir. 1975)).
16
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conclude that aII three combined did not provide a majority of Creative's

hoppers with sufficient notice of the new terms.

We turn first to Richard's alleged conversations with Flagge. Recall that

Flagge, a hopper, spoke to Richard and passed out about 50 applications to

other hoppers. There is a dispute about what Richard told Flagge. Richard

claimed he totd Flagge about the new terms. Flagge denied this. The Board

ultimately sided with Flagge, concluding that "Richard did not inform Flagge

of the new terms and conditions of employment and, consequently, Flagge did

not inform any of the hoppers to whom he gave applications that their terms

and conditions would change under fCreative]." Creatiue, siip op. at 1.

Creative argues that the Board erred by siding with Flagge. In Creative's

view, the ALJ credited Richard as "a sincere and meticulous witness," and thus

necessarily credited Richard's testimony that he told Flagge the new terms. By

reaching the opposite credibility finding than the ALJ, who actually saw the

witnesses, the Board's credibility choice was unsupported by substantial

evidence.

In making this argument, Creative mischaracterizes the ALJ's and

Board's findings. The Board could. not have erred in dismissing the ALJ's

credibility determination over what Richard told trlagge because the ALJ did

not make a credibility determination over what Richard told Flagge. While

ALJ "credibility determinations are binding except in rare instances," Adanxs

B¿ Assocs.,2017 WL 4079063, at *8, no relevant ALJ credibility determination

was made here. In order to see why, a detailed review of the ALJ's decision is

necessary.

The ALJ began his analysis of Richard's testirrony by stating that

Richard said that he told Flagge about the new terms. The ALJ then noted that

"Flagge's testimony squarely contradicts Richard . . . on this point." Crea,tiue,

slip op. at 20 (ALJ op.). Flagge said that Richard did not tell him anything

1.7
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about the new terms. The ALJ then moved to a separate issue in Richard's

testimony regarding how he had passed out applications to about 20 other

hoppers and told them about the new terms. Regarding this testimony, the ALJ

noted that the hoppers did not corroborate Richard's testimony. But the ALJ

also noted that other factors made Richard appear credible, such as Richard's

appearance as a meticulous witness. Thus, the ALJ was confronted with

whether to credit Richard's testimony about two different purported

communications: (1) what Richard told tr'lagge, and (2) what Richard told the

20 hoppers.

Given this context, the ALJ's finding becomes clear. The ALJ credited

Richard's testimony only with respect to what he told the 20 hoppers, not with

respect to what he told Flagge. Specifically, the ALJ's credibility finding on this

point was the following:

This finding, that hoppers working for Berry III learned

some information about [Creative] from Jackson, does not

contradict Richardl's] . . . testimony that he informed hoppers

about [Creative's] initial terms of employment. Although
Richard['s] . . . testimony is uncorroborated, it is also

uncontradicted. Moreover, it is consistent with the fact that at

least some hoppers knew about the contemplated $1l-per-hour
wage rate.

Further, as discussed above, Richard . . . appeared to be a
sincere and meticulous witness. For these reasons, I credit his

testimony that he told some of the hoppers-those to whom he gave

employment application forms-that [Creative] would be paying

an $11-per-hour wage, would guarantee 8 hours of employment per

day, would pay overtime for hours worked in excess of 40 per week,

and would withhold taxes from their paychecks. Based on

Richard['s] . . . credited testimony, I also find that he told these

hoppers that [Creative] guaranteed four holidays.

Id. at 22.

18
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As the emphasized portion highlights, the ALJ's credibility finding

relates only to Richard's testimony that he told the 20 hoppers about the new

terms. How could the ALJ credit Richard's testimony about his

communications with Flagge as "uncontradicted" when the ALJ explicitly

described that testimony earlier as being "squarely contradict[ed]?" Instead,

the ALJ's finding should be read to mean what it says: the ALJ credited

Richard's uncorroborated and uncontradicted testimony about what he told the

20 hoppers, not the contradicted testimony about what he told Flagge.

And this reading makes sense. This is not a case where the ALJ

implicitly but necessarily resolved a credibility dispute. In the ALJ's eyes,

Richard telling 20 hoppers about the new terms was sufficient (among other

circumstances, including the June 2 communications) to evade the perfectly

clear exception. The ALJ therefore had no reason to decide whether Richard or

Flagge was being truthful with respect to their conversation because the ALJ's

conclusion did not hinge on that determination. Finally, we note that the

Board's reading of the ALJ's decision appears to match our own. The Board

never stated that it was dismissing an ALJ credibility determination. In fact,

with regard to the ALJ's credibility findings, the Board expressly stated that

it found no basis for reversing the findings. Id. at 1 n.1.

We are left with a situation in which the ALJ did not make a credibility

finding for this dispute and the Board found that "Richard did not inform

Flagge of the new terms and conditions of employment." Id. at 1. IJnder these

circumstances-where (1) the ALJ did not resolve the factual dispute raised by

the conflicting testimony (Richard's and Flagge's competing versions of their

conversation); (2) there is a clear Board finding (Richard did not tell Flagge

about the new terms); and (3) the ALJ credited both witnesses with respect to

other conversations (Richard's uncontradicted testimony about what he told

the 20 hoppers, and Flagge's uncontradicted testimony about what he did not

19
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teII the other hoppers)-we will not disturb the Board's finding under the

substantial evidence standard of review.

But even if the ALJ made a credibility determination that the Board

overrode, the credibility choice is ultimately iruelevant. Both the ALJ and the

Board agree that Flagge never communicated the new terms to the hoppers.

Because Flagge never passed along Richard's message, no additional

employees were put on notice of the new terms. See Adants & Assocs.,2017 WL

4079063, at *8 n.6 (observing that the notice inquiry "is conducted from the

employees'perspective" (citing Føll Riuer Dyeing & Furnishing Corp u. NLRB,

482 U.S. 27 , 43-44 (1987); NLRB u. Hous. Bldg. Seru., Inc., 936 F.2d 178, 180

n.1 (5th Cir. 19e1))).

We next consider Richard's communication of new terms to about 20

hoppers (plus the subsequent informal word-of-mouth exchanges between the

hoppers). These communications were insufficient to put a majority of

Creative's workforce on notice of the new terms. Although the Burns Court and

Spruce up Board spoke in terms of a plan "to retain all of the empioyees in the

unit," the Board and lower courts have subsequently recognized that the

relevant inquiry is whether the successor planned to retain enough of the

predecessor's employees so that the union's majority status wiil continue.4

't See Golloway Sch. Lines,321 N.L.R.B.1422,1421 (1996) ("To sttmuarize, the duty
to bargain may not arise when initial employment terms are set becattse it rnay not be evident
at that time that the union's majority status in the old worl< force will contintte in the new
one. However, in other situations, it may be apparent frorn the new employer's hiring plan
that the union's majority status will continue, and then the new employel is required to
bargain over initial terms."); see olso Du,Pont. Dow, 296 F.3d at 500 01 ("But where it is
'perfectly clear' that the new employer intends to retain the unionized employees of its
predecessor as a nmjori,ty of its own work force nnder essentially the same terms as their
former employment, the new employer becomes a'perfectìy clear sttccessor' and must bargain
with the union." (emphasis added)); Ca,n,t.een Corp., 103 F.3d at 1361-62 ("The Court thus
established that a successor would be required to bargain with the rurion before setting its
initial terms of hiring when it was clear that it intended to hire a nr o jori,ll' of the pledecessor's
workforce." (emphasis added)).

20
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Such a rule is sensible, and the Board's reasoning shows why.Here, the Board

reasoned that allowing a successor to communicate its new terms to a minority

of its incumbent employees would invite abuse. A new employer "would be

encouraged to announce changes in preexisting terms only to a select few

incumbent employees, while allowing the majority of employees to be lulled by

its silence into not seeking other work." Creatiue, slip op. at 5. Like the Board,

we conclude that such a result would be at odds with Bt¿rn"s and Spruce Up.

The word-of-mouth spread of the new terms to some hoppers does not

change this result. Both the ALJ and the Board found that "the record affords

no way of quantifying how many of the hoppers had learned about the $11 per

hour wage rate or the other terms and conditions of employment before they

reported for work . . on June 2." Id. Neither witness who testified that the

hoppers knew of the new pay rate before June 2 said how many hoppers were

privy.s It was reasonable for the Board to conclude that a majority of the

5 The AIJ, relying on the testimony of one hopper, Kumasi Nicholas, also found that
Creative notified some other hoppers about the new terms in advance of the June 2 meeting.
The Board found that Nicholas's testimony did not support a finding that the hoppers were

told of the new terms in advance. On direct examination, Nicholas was asked, "[W]hat
happened on the very first day that [Creative] began operations[?]" Nicholas responded,
"WeIl, they told us ahead of time-Mrs. Jackson told us ahead of time, you know, might be

switching over to another little company where-you know, a pay rate, and she just let us

know ahead of time, and then that's when, you know, they stalted off." An effort to clarify
whether Nicholas learned about the pay rate before the June 2 meeting produced the
response, "I'm not sure. It's been about a year. . . . I know she told me that, but I'rn not stlre."
Creat,i,ue, slip op. at 5 n.13.

We will not disturb the Board's conclusion. We acknowledge thai when "the Board
disagrees with the AIJ's findings, this court examines the findings of the Roarcl more

critically than it would have done had the Board agreed with the ALJ." Te:c. World Sert,. Co.,

Inc. u. NLRB,928 F.2d 7426,7430 (5th Cir. 1991). "But this court stiÌl sustains the Board's

findings if the record taken as a whole contains substantial eviclence to support those

findings." Id,. at 1431. "Provided substantial evidence exists, this coult cannot reverse the
Boa¡d's decision when the Board and the ALJ merely draw different inferences from
established facts." Id,. Here, the Board merely drew a clifferent infelence (that Nicholas
learned of the new terms at the June 2 meeting) from facts the ALJ and Board shared. Based

on the ambiguity of Nicholas's response and the uncertainty with which he delivered it, we

find that substantial evidence supports the Board's finding.
21
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incumbent hoppers were not put on notice through Richard's communication

of new terms to about 20 hoppers and subsequent word of mouth.

The Board also found that, from the hoppers'perspective, the new pay

rate was unsubstantiated rumor or gossip and therefore could not constitute a

clear announcement of the new terms. Taylor, the hopper who testified that he

learned about the new pay rate before June 2, could not identify his source of

information. The Union official, who received a call from hoppers claiming they

heard Creative would pay only $11 per hour, said the hoppers could not confirm

where their information came from. We will not disturb the Board's reasonable

concLusion that, as rumor and gossip with no clear source, the new terms were

not clearly announced. Such a conclusion makes sense given that the purpose

of a cLear announcement is to give incumbent employees an opportunity to

reshape their personal affairs. It is reasonable to conclude that an employee

would not reshape his or her personal affairs (i.e., begin searching for new

work) because he or she overhears uncorroborated rumors.

Turning lastly to the tax withholding forms, we conclude that the Board's

decision, finding these forms insufficient to put the hoppers on notice, is

supported by substantial evidence. Certainly, the tax forms conspicuously note

that their purpose is to allow an employer to withhold taxes and social security.

Creative argues that such a withholding would fundamentally change the

hoppers'terms of employment, as (so the argument goes) it would convert them

from independent contractors to employees. Creative further arglres that with

this information, the hoppers should have deduced that the forms signaled a

change in their terms of employment.

While Creative's argument is reasonable, the Board's finding is even

more so. The Board concluded that the inclusion of the tax forms was too

ambiguous to constitute sufficient notice. In doing so, the Board pointed out

that it was unclear whether the hoppers filled out tax forms for Berry III. Had

22
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they previously done so, Creative's inclusion of tax forms would not clearly

signal a change in employment terms. Further, the Board observed that no

evidence existed that the hoppers considered themselves independent

contractors rather than employees. Absent knowledge of their alleged original

status as independent contractors, the hoppers would be unable to deduce that

a tax withholding would change that status. Finally, u number of hoppers

wrote that they were exempt from paying taxes on the forms, indicating that

the tax forms did not signal to the hoppers that a change in tax collection

practices was imminent. Indeed, none of the hoppers testified that they

understood that Creative planned to deduct taxes from their pay before the

June 2 announcement. Given both the ambiguity of the announcement and the

multistep deductions required for an employee to identify the change in

employment terms, we determine that the Board's conclusion that the tax

forms did not put the hoppers on notice is supported by substantial evidence.

See Rosdeu Hosp., Secaucus, LP & La Plaza, Secaucus, LLC,349 N.L.R.B.2O2,

207 (2007) (ALJ op.) ("[T]o the extent an employer's pretakeover

announcement contains ambiguities regarding the terms and conditions of

employment offered to employees, such ambiguities will be resolved against

the employer.").

The two cases Creative cites to support its argument that the inclusion

of tax forms was sufficient notice-S & F Marlzet and Ridgeutell's-in fact

demonstrate the reasonableness of the Board's position. Both present

situations in which the notice at issue explicitly stated the new terms. No

multistep deductions were required on the part of the employees. In S & F

Marlzet, the new employer included a cover letter with each job application that

promised "significant operational changes," identified various pre-employment

checks and tests to be passed, and required the applicant to affirm his or her

understanding that the employment offered would be temporary and at will.
oe
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S & F Ml?t., 570 F.3d at 356. The panel concluded that "the employees had

euery indication-from S & F's job applications, interviews, and letters offering

employment-that S & f intended to institute new terms of employment." .Id.

at 360 (emphasis added). Similarly, in Rídgewell's, the new employer

announced to the union during a meeting that it would change the workers'

statuses from employees to independent contractors. Ridgewell's [ruc., 334

N.L.R.B. 37, 37 (2001). The announcement "clearly signaled that the [new

employer's] initial terms and conditions of employment would differ." 1d.

To be clear, a new employer need not produce an itemized list of changes

to employment terms. But the inclusion of tax forms in this case falls well short

of the simple and direct announcements in S & F Marleet (via a cover letter

with the job application) and Ridgeutell's (during a meeting with the union).

We acknowledge that this case does not present facts indicating that

Creative endeavored to create an impression that it would keep Berry III's

terms. This case is therefore slightly dissimilar from DuPont Dow and Elf

Atochent, two opinions the Board cites to support its decision. In DuPont Dow,

a single sentence in a memorandum distributed to the employees stated that

the new employer would set initial terms. DuPont Dow,296 F.3d at 503. This

single sentence \Mas not "sufficiently clear and definite to overcome the

impression carefully created by the Company that the terms and conditions

would remain the same ." Id. Similarly, tn Elf Atochent, the new employer told

the employees it would offer "comparable" terms and conditions and then

reneged. EIf Atochent l'{. Ant., Ir¿c., 339 N.L.R.B. 796, 808 (2003).

But while the case before us is distinguishable from Du,Pont Dow and EIf

Atochem., the distinction is not dispositive. The Spruce Up Board did not limit

the perfectly clear exception to situations where employees are actively misled.

Rather, the Board warned that employees could be misled merely through

"tacit inference." Spruce Up, 209 \I.L.R.B. at 195. Indeed, even when
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employees "are not affirmatively led to believe that existing terms will be

continued," the expression of intent to retain the incumbents can, by itseif,

"engender expectations," causing employees to "forego the reshaping of

personal affairs." Int'l Ass'n of Machinlsús, 595 F.2d at 67 4-

b. Necessity of a Bargaining Demand

Creative's next argument is that it did not violate its bargaining

obligation because at the time Creative unilaterally set terms, the lJnion had

not sent a bargaining demand. It relies on Fall Riuer Dyeíng & Furnishing

Corp u. NLRB, to argue that all successors are free to set initial terms before

the union demands bargaining. Creative's duty to bargain was therefore not

triggered until the Union's demand on June 6, four days after Creative

announced its initial terms.

We find this argument meritless. As the Board pointed ott, Fall Riuer's

demand rule "developed in a very different context," namely the ordinary

successor context. Creatiue, slip op. at 6. The Board concluded that nothing in

the language or the reasoning of Fall Riuer supports the demand rule's

extension to the perfectly clear successor context. A full digression tnto FalI

Riuer and cases interpreting it shows why.

In Fatt Riuer, the Supreme Court addressed when an ordinary

successor's obligation to bargain with an incumbent union attaches. See Fall

Ríuer,482 U.S. at 30. The successor in that case restarted its predecessor's

operations following a seven month hiatus and gradualiy built its workforce.

Id.. at 32-33,45. As a result of this gradual buildup, the percentage of the

successor's workforce composed of its predecessor's employees fluctuated. See

id.. at 47. Due to this ongoing fluctuation, the Court was tasked with setting

the proper moment to check to see if the majority of the successor's workforce

was composed of its predecessor's employees. See id. To set this moment, the

Court adopted the "substantial and representative complement" rule. Id. A
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successor's bargaining obligation is triggered when it hires a "substantial and

representative complement" of its workforce, a majority of which had

previously been employed by its predecessor. Id. But a bargaining obligation

only triggers at this moment if the union has made a bargaining demand. Id.

at 52. The Court reasoned that the combination of the "substantial and

representative complement" rule as well as the demand rule would avoid

placing "an unreasonable burden" on the employer to determine when its

bargaining obligation attaches. See id. at 50. "Once the employer has concluded

that it has reached the appropriate complement, then, in order to determine

whether its duty to bargain will be triggered, it has only to see whether the

union already has made a demand for bargaining." Id. at 52-53.

Importantly, however, the Fall Riuer Court suggested that in some

situations the composition of the employer's workforce alone may trigger a duty

to bargain. The FaIl Riuer Court observed that the "'triggering' fact for the

bargaining obligation" in Burns was the "composition of the successor's work

force." Id. at 46. The Court noted that in Burns the predecessor's "contract

expired on June 30 and [the successor] began its services with a majority of

[the predecessor's] guards on July I." Id. at 47; see Burns, 406 tl.S. at 275.

There was no "start-up period by the new employer while it gradually buit[t]

its operations and hire[d] employee s." Fall Riuer,482 U.S. at 47 .

No case Creative cites has extended the demand requirement that Fo,ll

Riuer established for ordinary successors to perfectly clear successors.6

c Cadi,lloc Aspholt, the one case Creative cites as applying the demand lule in the
perfectly-clear-successor context, actually supports the contention that a perfectly clear
successor's obligation to bargain over initial terms may arise before a union dernand. In
Codi,ll,ac Asphal,t, the union's demand came after Cadillac changecl its telms and conditions.
See Cadi.ll,ac Asphalt Poui,ng Co.,349 N.L.R.B.6, 7-8 (2007). Cadillac stopped contlibr.rting
to its employee's union benefit fund on July 16. Id,. at 7. The union's response came two days
later, on July 18. /d. Nevertheless, the Board held that Cadillac was a pelfectly cleal
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Tellingly, not all courts even extend the demand requirement to all ordinary

successor cases. The Second Circuit in Banknote Corp., limited the demand

rule to factual circumstances analogous to Fall Riuer-í.e., where there is a

"gradual or staggered hiring" or "a significant hiatus in operations." Banlznote

Corp. of Am. u. NLRB, 84 F.3d 637,646 (2d Cir. 1996). In those cases, a

bargaining demand has an important function as there "may be considerable

doubt as to whether a union that enjoyed the support of a majority of a

predecessor's bargai.ning unit continues to do so under the successor's

operation." Id. at 645. But when the successor engages in "a rapid transition

period with the immediate hiring of a full employee complement," the rationale

for the demand rule dissipates. Id. at 646. In those cases, the successor will be

able to "easily discern its obligation to presume that the [union] continued to

enjoy majority status." Id. at 645-46.

While this court has indicated that a union bargaining demand is

required to trigger a bargaining obligation in the ordinary successor context,

see Hous. Bldg. Seru.,936 F.zd at 180, we find Banlznote's reasoning persuasive

for the perfectly clear successor context. Self-evident as it may be, the perfectly

clear exception only applies when it is "perfectly clear" that the union's

majority status will survive the transition from predecessor to successor. See

Btrrns,406 U.S. at 294-95. Accordingly, sending a bargaining dernand to a

perfectly clear successor would be superfluous because the new employer

would be able to "easily discern" from the outset that the union will

presumptively retain its majority status during the transition. See Banltnote

Corp.,84 tr'.3d at 645-46. We therefore decline to require a union bargaining

demand to trigger a perfectly clear successor's duty not to unilaterally set

successor and ordered it to make employees whole for its failure to make benefit fund
payments starting on July 16. Id,. at 13.
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initial terms of employment. In perfectly clear successor cases, the

"composition of the successor's work force" alone is the "'triggering' fact for the

bargaining obligation." See Fall Riuer,482 U.S. at 46.

c. Validíty of the Complaint

Finally, Creative argues the Board's complaint was void because it was

issued on behalf of Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon, who at the time was

serving in violation of the Federal Vacancies Reform Act ("FVRA"). The Board

contends we lack jurisdiction to hear this argument because Creative was

untimely in making it. Even if we have jurisdiction, the Board contends that

the later General Counsel ratified the complaint, effectively curing any defect.

"[T]he FVRA prevents a person who has been nominated for a vacant

PAS [Presidential nomination and Senate confirmation] office from performing

the duties of that office in an acting capacity." LILRB u. SW Gen., Inc., I37 S.

Ct. 929, 938 (2017). Solomon's nomination was pending in the Senate from

January 2077 to January 2013. Id. at 937. During that time, Solomon was

serving as Acting General Counsel. See íd. The FVRA prohibited him from

doing so. Id. at 944. The complaint in this case was filed in March 2012 while

Solomon was serving as Acting General Counsel in violation of the FVRA.

Creative thus argues that the complaint was void and "may not be ratified."

See SW Gen.., Inc. u. NLRB,796 F.3d 67, '7I,78 (D.C. Cir. 2015), aff'd, 137 S.

ct.929 (2017).7

The Board responds by arguing the I.{LRA precludes our consideration

this issue. It relies on Section 10(e), which provides: "No objection that has not

? Creative's argument relies on the general rule that actions taken in violation of the
FVRA are void ob i.n,i.ti.o. The FVRA, however, expressly exempts "the Genelal Counsel of the
National Labor Relations Board" from this rule. 5 U.S.C. $ 33a8(e)(1). The D.C. Cilcuit has
left open whether the actions of an improperly serving Acting General CounseÌ are voidable
or instead "wholly insulate[d] . . . even in the event of an FVRA violation." SW Gett.,796 ]-.3d
at 79. We express no view on that question.
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been urged before the Board, its member, agent, or agency, shall be considered

by the court, unless the failure or neglect to urge such objection shall be

excused because of extraordinary circumstances." 29 U.S.C. S 160(e). Creative

did not challenge Solomon's authority when it filed its exceptions to the ALJ's

decision in February 2013. Creative did not object until April 2016, and the

Board concluded the objection was untimely. See 29 C.F.R. S 102.2(d)(1); see

also id. S f 02.46(f). Creative does not now argue that its exceptions were timely

or that it has shown extraordinary circumstances. See Indep. Elec. Contractors

of Hou,s., Inc. u. NLRB,720 F.3d 543, 550-52 (ítÌi. Cir. 2013). Such arguments

are forfeited. S¿e SEC u. Lífe Partners Holdings, Inc.,854 F.3d 765, 784 (1th

Ctr.2017). We have held untimely objections to be waived under Section 10(e).

See Hallmarlz Phx. 3, L.L.C. u. NLRB, 820 F.3d 696, 7I2-L3 (5th Cir. 20L6).

Because Creative did not timely object to Solomon's authority to file the

complaint, our review of any such argument is barred. See 29 U.S.C. S 160(e);

Hallntarh, 820 F.3d at 713.

III. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, we deny Creative's petition and grant

enforcement of the Board's order.
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